North Classroom Building
Central Campus

September 6, 2019
Current Activities

North Classroom Building

- Continue brick paver installation for fire access road
- Continue landscaping
Current Activities
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- Bluestone tile installation started on Quad stairs
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- Handrails installed at Quad entrance
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- Hardscape and landscape installation started and ongoing
Current Activities
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- Continue installation of FRP at Portico
- Bike racks installed
- Landscaping installed
Current Activities
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- Landscaping installed
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- Continue brick paver installation for fire access road
- Continue landscaping
Current Activities
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▪ Curtainwall completed at North Entrance
▪ Punchlist started on Ground Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started on Ground Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started on Ground Floor
Current Activities
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▪ View of Atrium from Vending Area – Ground Floor
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- Installation of carpet started
- Fixed seating installed
Current Activities
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- Final painting started
- Fixed seating installed
Current Activities
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▪ Punchlist started and ongoing on 1st Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 1st Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 1st Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 1st Floor
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 2nd Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 2nd Floor
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 2nd Floor
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 2nd Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 2\textsuperscript{nd} Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 2nd Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 3rd Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 3rd Floor
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 3rd Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 3rd Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 3rd Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 4th Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 4th Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 4th Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 4th Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 4th Floor Terrace
Current Activities
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- View of Charlotte from 4th Floor Terrace
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing in stairs
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 5th Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 5th Floor
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 5th Floor
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 5th Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 5th Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 5th Floor
Current Activities
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- Punchlist started and ongoing on 5th Floor
CPCC North Classroom Building Progress Photo

Our Passion is Building®
Central Piedmont North Classroom Building

**Project Milestones**

- Begin A/V Installation – 9/16/2019
- Complete all Final Inspections / TCO – 9/30/2019
- Begin Furniture Installation – 10/1/2019
- Complete Furniture / IT Installation – 11/27/2019
- Complete all Final Commissioning / Owner Training / Closeouts – 11/27/2019
- Begin Owner Move-In – 12/1/2019
- Classes Begin – January 2020